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Purpose After a long period of international research and development, BIM has become mature. Many tools support the BIM process, or at least they claim. BIM not only offers opportunities for the Architectural Engineering and Construction industry, but also for the client. In this paper we don’t focus on the professional client, but on the client of a building assignment that act as the end-user. Involvement of the end user in the design process has been advocated by many scholars and designers, but has so far only marginally been adopted in practice. The importance of user participation is demonstrated by the lack of success of smart technologies in new housing or in renovation. Particularly elderly people resist accepting these technologies in their home environment, although they could benefit from these technologies to improve comfort and health care. As a result of poor understanding of these new technologies by both designers and end users, researchers observe that there is a mismatch between user demands and smart technology usability. Hence, this paper is an attempt to improve the role of users in the design process in two ways. Firstly, by adding the missing components of smart technology to current BIM model libraries. Secondly, by developing a virtual model in which users can interact with the smart technologies and configure their preferred layout. The final results are interesting not only for technology developers but also for housing designers who aim at improving the quality of life in future housing for aging society.

Method For a better understanding of BIM, a historical perspective is taken in this paper. The initiatives from different research institutes are discussed and how they affected each other. The up-take by the software industry is highlighted and their delicate relationship with science. In today’s design process BIM systems support spatial design that is accommodate by smart technology. Usually this smart technology is added after the spatial design in the final design stage by the installations expert. In our research we want to turn this process around; the smart technologies are accommodated by spatial design. Therefore we develop a design system with a library of smart components such as smart wall, smart kitchen and smart furniture. The difference between smart technologies and standard building components is that smart technologies interact with the building users. BIM allows for realistic visualization of designs in an early stage. In our prototype system, clients are presented a virtual space with a wide range of smart technologies. After being introduced to these technologies, the client expresses how these will fit within his/her activities. Following he/she can experience in the virtual model how smart technologies react when activities are executed.

Results & Discussion A prototype system is presented that allows clients such as elderly to experience smart technologies. In contrast with traditional design it does not start from the spatial layout but from the activities that should be accommodated supported by smart technologies. We expect that fundamentally different layout will emerge from this approach. Although no experimental data are available yet, some first experiences will be discussed.
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INTRODUCTION After a long period of international research and development, BIM has become mature. Many tools support the BIM process, or at least they claim. BIM not only offers opportunities for the Architectural Engineering and Construction industry, but also for the client. In this paper we don’t focus on the professional client, but on the client of a building assignment that act as the end-user. Involvement of the end user in the design process has been advocated by many scholars and designers, but has so far only marginally been adopted in practice. The importance of user participation is demonstrated by the lack of success of smart technologies in new housing or in renovation. Particularly elderly people resist accepting these technologies in their home environment, although they could benefit from these technologies to improve comfort and health care. As a result of poor understanding of these new technologies by both designers and end users, researchers observe that there is a mismatch between user demands and smart technology usability.

In today’s design process BIM systems support spatial design that is accommodate by smart technology. Usually this smart technology is added after the spatial design in the final design stage by the installations expert. In our research we want to turn this process around; the smart technologies are accommodated by spatial design. Therefore we develop a design system with a library of smart components such as smart wall, smart kitchen and smart furniture. The difference between smart technologies and standard building components is that smart technologies interact with the building users. BIM allows for realistic visualization of designs in an
early stage. In our Smart Design system, clients are presented a virtual space with a wide range of smart technologies. After being introduced to these technologies, the clients express how these certain technologies will fit within their scheme of daily activities and give their requirements and feedbacks while performing tasks in the virtual model. In our view, Smart-BIM is composed of Smart Design system using Smart technologies. Hence, the outline of this paper is as follows. First, we describe what the features of Smart technologies are and how they are related to existing BIM components. Following we present the Smart Design system functionality and how it can support the client to experience interaction with the smart technologies. Finally, we draw conclusion on the consequence of Smart-BIM for the design process and the building industry.

**SMART TECHNOLOGIES**

BIM is not possible without standardization of building components. Many building component libraries have been developed for different aspects of the building design, such as spatial design, structural design, installations, etc. Often these libraries are included in Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) tools, or they are provided by product suppliers. To support the quest for data exchange models between different AEC tools, standardization efforts have focussed on building components. The most widely spread ISO certified building component library is the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) standard. Building component libraries like IFC have developed from traditional catalogues of building products. The main challenge is to define a parameterized geometrical description and to define the additional attributes for material, cost, etc. Building components libraries are intensively used in the AEC industry today and thus have proven their success. However, since they are based on traditional building components, they also prohibit fast adoption of new building components.

Smart objects contain their own functions in their property set to interact with users and other objects. Defining the property set of these smart objects needs an understanding of their function in real situations. In the following, three types of smart objects, their functions and features are introduced:

**Smart Kitchen Table** is a normal table with supplementary attributes of:
- Touch Screen Surface which allows the size of hot zones and temperature to be adjusted by user. It allows the user to browse the internet on the surface.
- Multimedia networking which let different electrical appliances communicate with each other. Internet, recipe database, television as well as other building services can be operated and controlled from it.
- Dynamic Table Top Interface made of wireless power which makes it possible to have no preset cooking zones. Cooking takes place anywhere, anytime on the table. Energy will follow the devices as they move around the surface, and so the interface will be displayed on the table top surface.

**Smart Wall** combines the concept of both TV and Computer together integrating in a wall. This revolutionary piece of equipment can be used in either a fixed or temporary environment, allowing the user to create an interactive working and living space in almost any location. The objective of this Wall is to serve the following attributes:
- Changeable scenery system which creates different scenery on the wall by adding the elements of entertainment and sensitivity to the wall.
- Interactive electronic surfaces on the wall represented by a touch-sensitive information device.
- Internet connected system enables several tele-activities such as tele-educating, tele- caretaking, tele- team working. The goal is to support two or more persons, in parallel or sharing the whole display space. It also covers virtual communications relying on more natural gestures.
- Environmental control system which is connected to smart context. Hence, Smart Wall environment reacts to users’ function by adapting the HVAC conditions and natural/artificial light for a personalized room ambiance. Also it is connected to the other home digital devices; users can manage other home appliances through the Smart Wall.

**Smart Furniture** has different user interface and interaction styles from current furniture and computers which have standard desktop PC, single user display, keyboard, and mouse. Computers are going to be embedded in tables, seats and mobile devices. They are also connected to each other and to the whole Home Network. So the data can easily transfer among different furniture. The common features of Smart furniture can be introduced as:
- Flexible and movable,
- Intelligent and aware of users need and preferences, due to several sensors,
- Responsive to users activity, due to being programmable,
- Interactive, due to equipping with touch screen surfaces or LCD,
- Multifunction, due to supporting different virtual activities, entertainment activities, relaxing, work related activities also managing other device and environmental conditions, such as HVAC.
All the objects and technologies inside the Smart Home support people carrying out their everyday activities, tasks and rituals in an easy, intelligent and interactive way. Accordingly, the difference between a ‘normal’ library component and a smart library component is the interaction between the component and the building users. If we take as an example the ifc-Wall Standard Case and its property set, this wall type will contain a geometry description and a list of properties such as: Acoustic Rating, Fire Rating, Combustible, Surface Spread of Flame, etc. The wall geometry and properties are determined in a long standardization process by the most common wall types that are found in today’s building sector. In case of a smart wall, there are hardly any precedents. The definition of a smart wall should not only describe the geometry and material, but also the interaction with its intended users. This description can be static, but then the added value in the design process is limited. We think that designing a smart building requires interactive building components. Interactive building components respond to touch, remote control, motion detection, or whatever method is used to interact. Interactive building components are often integrated components consisting of constructive parts and embedded technologies. These embedded technologies can range from LCD screens to micro sensors.

Digital representations of interactive systems are not entirely new. On the internet we can find many examples (often implemented in Flash) of commercial products that one can view and virtually operate by clicking on buttons or hot spots. This type of information sharing is not only more attractive but also gives a better sense of reality, than plain technical data. In this example, interaction is established through mouse-clicks. For more realistic evaluation of a virtual building model, the smart building components should be able to receive input from multiple sensors and to act accordingly. Because today information about multi-sensory interaction is still rare, standardization of these new technologies is a long shot. But for existing interface technologies like remote control, implementation of a smart building component is very well possible.

Technically, digital building component libraries need to be extended with interactive 2D or 3D models to turn these into smart components. In current digital libraries, we can also find multiple representations for the same product. Multiple representations have proven to be useful for different levels of detail and for hiding irrelevant information. An interactive model can be seen as yet another view on the same product. An example of interactive digital model of a smart wall is presented in Figure 1.

**Fig.1. Interactive digital model of a smart wall:** Each smart object contains several smart components with a property set.

A smart object consists of several smart components with a property set that specifies its capabilities to respond to user activities. Figure 1 shows a smart wall with three interactive surfaces as smart components. A smart wall ‘senses’ the activities that are executed and it will act accordingly for instance by switching on screens for different purposes such as tele-communication, tele-shopping, entertainment, etc.

**Smart Design**

As any smart home will be eventually used by end users, providing a method to enhance user participation for interaction manipulation is indispensable. Our Smart Design system applies the user-centered approach to let users interact with the objects and experience smart living in a new home setting. Using VR technology, the platform is capable of visualizing smart technologies and performs real-time interactions with the home. This Smart Design system is based on a task-based model in which end users interact with the system and experience how smart objects respond to typical domestic activities.

This proposed design system aims to collect information on people’s appreciation of smart technologies. The system not only supports design of home interiors but also elicitation of activities that a user wants to perform within the contextual conditions. This integration aims to facilitate both end-users and designers to understand how the users’ activity will be accommodated in the given home setting. There are other researches which aim to simulate and predict occupants’ activities in the given building and evaluate the building performance including evacuation, circulation, building control system.
While many of them focus on office environments like Tabak’s research\textsuperscript{8} and non-smart environments, our proposed design system can be used to experience not only how a smart building will look like but also how users will interact with such a kind of environment based on activity contexts. It improves users’ understanding on the design, help them specify their activities in the given new home setting and increase their involvement in the communication with designers. The system also let designers evaluate the design (in terms of spatial properties and technology functions) and collect users’ feedback of the design by a task-based interaction between user and building.

Since the relation between the user and the building is mediated through the spaces where the activities take place, human–space interaction plays a key role in Smart Design system. Behaviour of the users and their response to technology is critically dependent upon the environment and context in which information is presented or requested. The most popular assessment instruments in use today for studying the activities of people in natural settings are self report recall surveys, time diaries, direct field observation, and experience sampling\textsuperscript{9}. Developing daily activity specifications could be helpful method to have a more realistic interaction. Oxman et al\textsuperscript{10} introduced three design paradigms to induce interaction process with virtual environment: task-based design, scenario-based design and performance-based design. Implementing each of these paradigms enhances users experience in virtual environment and improves the human sense of “being there”\textsuperscript{11}. While scenario-based design and performance-based design are based on specific predefined situations, task-based results could be closer to users’ real reactions. Task-based process enables users to imagine the scheme of their daily activities in the task context and react accordingly. It also enables context reaction toward users’ interaction and functions as found in physical smart space. Finally, an improved understanding of smart technology usage is expected from both end users and designers through this task-based interaction.

Applying this Smart Design system needs Smart BIM, that is, a model that includes smart objects and users tasks. Smart objects are part of a building model. A smart object consists of one or more smart components that have specific capabilities. Examples of HasCapabilities are: Displaying, Heating, Lighting, etc. A user will execute many tasks in the home environment. Each task is determined by the combination of a zone in the building model and an activity from the activity list. The activity list contains two types of activities: (1) Main activity and (2) Secondary activity. A task always contains one main activity (e.g. cooking) and may contain one or more secondary activities (e.g. TV watching). An activity has one or more NeedCapabilities. Examples of NeedCapabilities for activity cooking are: Baking, Recipe displaying, Air cleaning, etc.

The structure of this Smart Design system is presented in Figure 2.

![Fig.2. Smart Design data model](image)

The interaction between user and its smart home is established through matching the NeedCapabilities with the HasCapabilities. In our prototype Design Systems this matching procedure is a simple rule-based system, because it aims to experience smart objects, but avoid too much complexity for the user. In reality, however this matching process is performed by an intelligent home system that lets smart technologies communicate with each other.

In a smart design session, the designer will first create the home interior like with any CAD program but with use of smart objects. After the client is satisfied with the spatial design, the designer will create specific zones in the home and enter some general information about the client. In discussion with the client, the designer determines the tasks that the client wants to perform in his/her new home. For each task, the client makes a selection from the activity list and a selection from the available zones. Then the smart design is ready for design experience by the client. The client is requested to navigate through the digital building model. At any spot in the home, he/she can execute a task. Therefore, he/she can use a virtual mobile phone to select a predefined task. After task selection, the smart objects will respond. The type of response is determined by the rule-based system that is called upon by the smart design system.

As an example, the user will navigate to the smart kitchen table (Figure 3). In the zone, the virtual mobile phone will pop up. After selection of main activity= cooking and secondary activity= watching TV, the kitchen table will present a cooking area. At the same time, one of the TV screens nearby scans the TV channels for the latest news and another one shows a website with cooking recipes for users’ diet. Because the person is an elderly, the floor sur-
face will be sensible for falling and the lighting is set to a high level for a better vision.

In discussion with the designer, the client expresses his/her appreciation, misunderstanding, disapproval, etc, and makes suggestions for improvement of the design.

CONCLUSION

We believe that smart-BIM will change the building design and the building process. Only if smart objects are part of the CAD libraries, smart objects will become a natural choice in the design process. Like normal building objects, smart object are a representation of reality. Although today computer systems can do wonderful things, the perception of space and material through virtual models is limited. Likewise the perception of smart objects will be limited but nevertheless very valuable. Experiencing real-time response in a virtual model adds to the understanding of the smart home environment. The building process will change because in a smart design process, it is impossible to design without the involvement of the client/user. Participatory design has not been very successful so far, but for smart design it is a precondition. At various stages of the design process, user’s acceptance needs to be evaluated. User involvement through shared virtual models is possible today and may provide designer and engineer with much new information upfront.

We imagine that the smart design system can be used for other purposes, such as: measuring user preferences, space utilization analyses, user behavior research, etc. In our future research, we will investigate these possibilities and extend the library of smart objects.
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